
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SHEET

Rotom - Cargopak Ltd

Unit 24 Dosco Industrial Estate Ollerton Road, Tuxford

01777 322100 info@rotom.co.uk

APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

USEDUSEDUSEDUSED Collapsible Roll Container - 815x720x1650mm - 2 Insert
Gates
SKU 46020RRC720

2-sided roll container with a folding base with a maximum load capacity
of 450 kilograms. The roll container has a collapsible plastic base and
side rails that are electrolytically galvanized to prevent rust.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 125

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 815

Outside dimension width 720

Outside dimension height 1650

Carry weight 450

Bottom Plastic

Product new, for rent

Type
2-sided Roll containers, Nesting
Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

New 2 sided roll container with a folding base with a maximum load
capacity of 450kg. The collapsible floor has 2 gridded insertion gates
with straps that are electrolytically galvanized. The inside dimensions of
the roll container are 815x662x1500mm. The height of the base is
185mm. The wheels of the roll container have a PolyPropylene (PP)
plastic tread. The diameter of these wheels is 125 millimetres. There are
no brakes on the wheels. Easy for transporting and storing goods. This
roll container is suitable for medium loads. Because the base can be
folded in the longitudinal direction, the roll container saves a lot of space
in return transport and storage. This makes it ideal for couriers. This roll
container can be fitted with any wheel from our range at your request,
for example, with a brake, suitable for freezers or both.
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Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/collapsible-roll-container-815x720x1650mm-2-
insert-gates-46020RRC720
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